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From the Superintendent
How do you move cars?
The whole field of model railroad operations
fascinates me. The latest (1000th) issue of
Model Railroader mentions that prototypical
operation of a model railroad has been a
subject of articles in the magazine since
1934, and the Op SIG publishes a full
magazine about operations every couple of
months. I have operated on several layouts
that have used significantly different
methods of determining what car goes
where and what ones come back (and
sometimes when), so some observations
cross my mind.
You are probably familiar with the common
system that consists of individual cards for
each car and separate waybills that get
carried in a pouch in the car-card. The waybills tell where the car is to go, usually by
town and industry. When you get a train
assignment, you get a stack of these that
hopefully match the cars in your train. You
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must juggle these cards as you switch cars,
remembering to leave ones where you
leave their respective car, and pick up ones
for the cars you pick up. The waybills are
clever. Some, such as for cars in dedicated
service or ones on a narrow-gauge line with
no interchange traffic, have two sides that
get flipped as the trains go out and back.
Some have 4 destinations that get flipped
so that the car cycles through 4 locations –
usually one or two in staging – over the
course of several operating sessions.
Another system is switch lists. Instead of
cards, you carry a list that tells you what
cars to leave where, and usually what cars
to pick up where. I guess in the real world
this would represent the collective work of
the freight agents and conductors in
planning where cars go. In the model
railroad world, I’ve seen these hand written
and computer generated. In one very
sophisticated layout you await your train
assignment by the computer printer, and
out comes your switch
[continued on Page 2]
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list incorporated with your locomotive
assignment, starting location, train orders,
etc. It’s all a mystery, but it works and the
trains are off and running.
Recently I operated a layout with very
simple car move instructions. Through
trains and passenger trains don’t do any
switching. The layout is large enough that it
has several destination towns and each
“local” or “peddler” freight operates as a
“turn” going only to one town and then
returning to its point of origin. The
instructions are simple: if you have a flat car
in your train, and there is a flat car in your
assigned town, swap them and bring the
other one back. Same goes for box cars,
gondolas, stock cars, tankers, etc. If you
have two and there are two, swap two.
Don’t bother reading numbers or reporting
marks. Doesn’t matter. Guess what? It
works. Train crews have less eye strain,
just as much fun, and almost as much
challenge as the other systems.
I’m going to try a new idea at my next Freemo modular railroad meet. In Free-mo,
freight car destinations are a bit of a
mystery until everyone arrives at the site
and gets the layout together. Plus, many
Free-mo participants love to free-run trains,
with lots of dispatching by looking ahead.
Thus, planning switching operations in
advance is difficult at best. I think I’ll just
set a few cars at locations around the
layout and leave a hand scribbled note by
each one that says “Take this car to
___industry___ at ___town or module
name___” Then I’ll just see what happens.
Will my cars move around the layout or be
ignored? I will try to create such
spontaneous “waybills” throughout the
weekend. We’ll see if it generates any
traffic, or any fun! Phil Doolittle
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JIM CLEMENTS, MMR #351, our very own
Clinton River Division member, received
well-deserved assistance from his friends to
move and rebuild his Sugar Spring Mining
Company Railroad as he was faced with
moving into a condo. Members of the
Stoney Creek Model Railroad Club pitched
in with the "heavy lifting" to rebuild and
refurbish Jim's railroad. At 89 years young,
Jim rebuilt the damaged scratchbuilt
wooden pile trestle. Many thanks to his
friends, Dave Katona, Rad Jones, Steve
Hudler, Phil Maske, Greg Rich and, of
course, Jim's wife Marge. See the layout,
the trestle and Greg's article in the March
2017 issue of NMRA Magazine,
photographed by Brooks Stover. The
Clinton River Division offers its
congratulation to Jim and his friends.

MARV LINKE (right) received NMRA
Golden Spike Award, posthumously (the
layout, not Marv!) from Larry Wolohon,
MMR, NCR Achievement Program Chair.
A suggestion was made to video stream our
meetings for viewing by members and
interested guests who may be unable to
attend. Would anyone be interested in
viewing? If so, please contact one of the
board members listed at the end of the
newsletter.
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SHOW & TELL
This Month's Theme - A Recent Acquisition or a Recent Project
George Anderson exhibited a Revell Snake
Oil Wagon, a built-up salesman's wagon
used for display in a hobby shop.

Phil Doolittle built J.L. Innovative kit,
"Hubermill Warehouse." The "lean-to" on the
end is intended to represent a new addition to
an old, weathered building.

John Gavasso displayed his latest
acquisition, a 4-4-0 Mantua "Bell of the 80's"
from the late 30s or early 40s

John Jackson discovered additional
instructions to complete his 5 unit articulated
piggy-back cars with 48' Stoughton
trailers/vans.
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Richard Kubeck brought Trailer Train
loading equipment.

Mark Mincek purchased the new Bar Mills
"Goldie Electric" supply company.

Paul Runyan recently purchased a Pennsy
4-6-0 Ten Wheeler by Bachmann. It has
Soundtraxx Value Sound. He also displayed
a Durango Press Rural Water Tank
Craftsman's kit.

Ken Scherer displayed his latest project, a
"DCC hook-up on the cheap."
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Larry Wolohon purchased an "O" scale Brill
Model 250 gas-electric.

Jim Zinser "found" a bag with his latest
purchases (from11/16) - Evergreen "L" angle
styrene strips, cat-tails, and a Kadee
undecorated hopper.

Dave Thorton's current project is an ash pit
under construction at the Detroit Model
Railroad Club. Photo from his smart phone
not available

NEW LOGO - Clinton River Division wants a
new logo. Please submit suggestions. We
have four, give us more!

March Clinic
Our scheduled speaker was unavailable. Larry Wolohon led a discussion of the current state of
the hobby of model railroading.

April Clinic

April Show & Tell

Bill Neale, MMR, will be our guest, presenting
a clinic, MAINTAINING YOUR FLEET OF
STEAM ENGINES

Your best steamer or a current project.

Upcoming Events
Ø Mar. 25-26 - Detroit Model Railroad Club Open House, Holly
Ø April 8 & April 29, Detroit Model Railroad Club Open Operating Sessions, 248-464-0206 or
trip@dmrrc.org
Ø April 23 - Port Huron Model Railroad Show
Ø May 5 -7 - Trip to Cincinnati to operate Jerry Albers layout - contact Phil Doolittle for information

Clintion River Division 8 Board of Directors
Superintendent: Phil Doolittle
doolittlep@comcast.net
Treasurer:
Paul Runyan
prrdi61@gmail.com
Secretary:
Kent Aughe
chappie81@wowway.com

Directors:

John Gavasso
John Jackson
jdsmjackson@sbcglobal.net

Car house editor: Kent Aughe
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